'IRAQ
might lead, also, to a federal form of Government, under which
"self-government as regards internal affairs could be combined
most easily with the control of the protecting power'.
His main objection to the proposals, however, was that they
did not
so far enough, either to satisfy the declarations which had
been made on behalf of the British Government nor to put
the Arabs in a position to obtain a fair and increasing share
in the administration ... I think from the outset some Arabs
should be employed as Assistant Political Officers and Deputy
Assistant Political Officers ... I consider also that the posi-
tions of importance should be given to Arabs in the Civil
Administration either as Ministers or as Assistant Secretaries
and that a Legislative Council should be formed, similar to
the Council of Ministers in Egypt, consisting of the Arab
Ministers or Assistant Secretaries and a rather larger number
of the principal British heads of departments. Notwithstand-
ing the impossibility of now finding men fitted for the position,l
I think it wise to give the designation to these appointments
of Ministers rather than Assistant Secretaries. To begin with,
the Arab Ministers would be little more than figure-heads,
but their position would be none the less valuable. It would
maintain the social and political status of the Arabs and
would encourage the employment of Arabs in lower posts and
without any upheaval such as would be necessary to replace
a British head of a department by an Arab. An Arab
Minister of ability could, at any time, make his influence
felt and exercise real powers. If all posts of importance in
the Administration are reserved for the British, this must
necessarily lower the status of the Arab, and make it increas-
ingly difficult to introduce Arabs into the Administration.2
The Acting Civil Commissioner, on arriving in Paris, took
part in the discussions for which he had been summoned. He
also discussed the problems of 'Iraq and Arabia in general with
1	He had reviewed this difficulty in his Memorandum of February 5th, 1919.
2	He embodied his suggestions in a 'Tentative Draft of Arab Institutions'
(not dated); see App. v. There is no indication that it was ever submitted to the
Acting Civil Commissioner.
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